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Dependency Injection in .NET Core 2.0: Make use of constructors, parameters, setters, and interface injection to write reusable and loosely-coupled codePackt Publishing, 2017

	Inject dependencies and write highly maintainable and flexible code using the new .NET Core DI Engine


	About This Book

	
		Identify when to use the constructors, parameters, setters, or Interface Injection, for best results
	
		Build dependencies not only for MVC within .NET but also for other...
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Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...
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Pragmatic Guide to JavaScript (Pragmatic Guides)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		The JavaScript ecosystem can be tough to hack through, even for experienced programmers. There are so many extensive JavaScript reference books and competing libraries to choose from-Prototype, jQuery, MooTools, YUI, Dojo, ExtJS, and so on.

		

		Christophe Porteneuve is here to help: he gives you fundamentals, the most...
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Hands-On Neural Networks with Keras: Design and create neural networks using deep learning and artificial intelligence principlesPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Your one-stop guide to learning and implementing artificial neural networks with Keras effectively

	
		Key Features

		
			Design and create neural network architectures on different domains using Keras
	
			Integrate neural network models in your applications using this highly practical...
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Java 9 Dependency Injection: Write loosely coupled code with Spring 5 and GuicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create clean code with Dependency Injection principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Use DI to make your code loosely coupled to manage and test your applications easily on Spring 5 and Google Guice
	
			Learn the best practices and methodologies to implement DI
	
			Write more...
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Programming the Perl DBIO'Reilly, 2000
The DBI is the standard database interface for the Perl programming language. The DBI is databaseindependent, which means that it can work with just about any database, such as Oracle, Sybase, Informix, Access, MySQL, etc.

While we assume that readers of this book have some experience with Perl, we don't assume much familiarity with...
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Introduction to Design Patterns in C++ with Qt (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	I still remember how I first got to know C++ and Qt. It was around 15 years ago while working on my diploma thesis. Most of the development we did at that time was done in Fortran and C. I was working on a Linux system with FVWM as a window manager. One day I read an article about KDE—a cool, new open source project...
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HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design Cookbook gives developers a new toolbox for staying connected with this new skillset. Using the clear instructions given in the book, you can apply and create responsive applications and give your web project the latest design and development advantages for mobile devices. Using real-world examples, this...
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HTML5 CanvasO'Reilly, 2013

	
		In the past two years, since the release of this book, usage of the HTML5 Canvas has
	
		grown by leaps and bounds. The original edition of this book was one of the first publications
	
		dedicated to the Canvas. While we were proud to get out of the gate fast, it also
	
		meant that we had to do a lot of research and exploration...
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Learning Selenium Testing Tools - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Selenium to build your own real-time test cases from scratch


	About This Book

	
		Build automated scripts and develop Test Automation Frameworks using the Selenium WebDriver tool
	
		Automate tests to ensure error free, quality software
	
		A comprehensive guide...
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Xcode 4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to build your own fun and exciting iOS applications with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn how to go about developing some simple, yet powerful applications with ease using recipes and example code
	
		Teaches how to use the features of iOS 6 to integrate Facebook, Twitter,...
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C++ Network Programming, Volume 2: Systematic Reuse with ACE and FrameworksAddison Wesley, 2002
Do you need to develop flexible software that can be customized  quickly? Do you need to add the power and efficiency of frameworks to your  software? The ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) is an open-source toolkit  for building high-performance networked applications and next-generation  middleware. ACE's power and...
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